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How indie creators
are making it work
right now
by Suzanne Alyssa Andrew

I

ALWAYS WANTED to be an
author when I grew up. As a teen I moved
4,000 kilometres away from my hometown
on Vancouver Island with two suitcases and
a box. I worked like crazy to pay my way
through two university degrees, then competed like a champ for writing work in
Toronto. I weathered layoﬀs and start-up
bankruptcies in a volatile economy and hustled as a freelancer. I sacrificed social time
and sleep to write. Along the way I picked up
a bass, started jamming in bands and played
local shows, which was awesome. When my
novel, Circle of Stones, was published in 2015
to positive reviews, I felt all the eﬀort I spent
pursuing that dream was worth it.
But in the summer of 2016 I started to
question it all. I was burnt out and broke. My
book sold, but the market for Canadian literature is shockingly small. Freelance clients
seemed surprised when I pitched them, as
though they assumed I was making money
from my book.
The reality was my creative pursuits
cost me more than I made from them. I paid
for editing, design, marketing and an indie
tour for my book plus music gear, rehearsal
space and recording. I wondered — if they
didn’t generate income, were writing and

music mere hobbies? Would I only ever get to do this part-time? Was doing it
for the love enough?
Then I did some research and discovered the market for art, writing and
music is broken. The Writers’ Union of Canada teamed up with Music Canada
and other arts organizations to do something about it last fall, and the statistics
they reported as part of their Focus on Creators campaign are ugly: Canadian
musicians only earn an average of $7,228 a year from music; most musicians
can only aﬀord to spend up to 29 hours a week on music and Canadian writers
are making 27 percent less today than they were in 1998.
At the same time, aﬀordable housing, studio and venue space is at a premium in Canadian cities. In 2016, the median rent for the average one-bedroom apartment costs $1,740 in Vancouver, $1,350 in Toronto and $960 in
Montreal. Gentrification continues to push artists out of commercial studios
and live/work spaces: Toronto artists were forced out of warehouse spaces on
Wallace Avenue and Sterling Road in 2016, and as the year ended, after 23 years
of housing cultural organizations even the iconic 401 Richmond building was
under threat by an 85 percent tax hike. The tragic Ghost Ship venue fire in
Oakland last fall also left artists across North America fearing a crackdown on
DIY spaces and more displacement.
Artists are losing the spaces they need to create and jam in, at the same
time their incomes are dropping and the cost of living is rising. The creative
middle class is dead. It really is tougher than ever—but not impossible. Here’s
how eight indie creators from across the country are making it work.
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ADAM ABBAS

Writer, playwright, poet. Runs Train Yards Collections, a Canadian-made
clothing company and paints for fun
Survival tactic: Practical skills (he recommends computer training and Excel
know-how), and connections.
Income sources: Lived oﬀ savings and freelance ESL tutoring until he landed
a job in fall helping new immigrants learn English.
Balance and innovation: He moved back to Winnipeg from Toronto last
year and is working on the next collection for Train Yards, producing one of
his plays at the University of Manitoba and writing a poetry chapbook.
Reality check: Like many of us he struggles to stay positive: “My challenges
are all mental hurdles, based on reality—the feeling of everything being for
nothing, where every step forward is threatened with two steps backward.”
Advice: “If you’re an artist in a large city, take advantage of all the opportunities available, and if you’re in a small city, know as many like-minded people
as possible.”

AVA MARKUS

Indie musician, actor and producer working in theatre, film,
music and online
Survival tactic: Lives as a minimalist creative nomad.
Income sources: Acting contracts, grants, health coaching
and occasional work at Float Toronto.
Balance and innovation: Her band Werewolves, Beware!
toured with The Pack A.D. and she co-founded IF WHEN
NOW YES, a performance company. To get by, she gave away
and sold almost all of her belongings and splits her time
between Alberta, BC and Toronto: “My expenses are so simplified that I’ll never need to do 40 hours at a side job. I have
dominion over my time and I value that above anything else.”
Reality check: All of her income from music and dance
productions goes back into making more. She focuses on
staying healthy and reducing stress amidst zero job security:
“Every year I have no idea what work will come my way, but
it’s a kind of mystery I’ve always loved.”
Advice: “Choose health over hustle — value rest, go into
nature or a float tank, create retreats.”

DORETTA
LAU

Author of the story collection, How Does a
Single Blade of Grass Thank the Sun?
Survival tactic: Healthy living and a fiveyear plan.
Income sources: Full-time work as managing editor for Asia Art Archive, also writes
essays.
Balance and innovation: She’s working
on a novel and a screenplay and blogs about
wellness at dorettalau.com. She saves
money by making lunches and abstaining
from alcohol and coﬀee. She also prioritizes
her writing, even if that means saying “no”
to invitations, and refuses to write for free.
Reality check: She says receiving a Canada
Council grant in 2014 felt like winning the
lottery (it was $12,000). She now lives in
Hong Kong but when she lived in Vancouver
in the early 2000s she says it was more
aﬀordable: she could tutor, DJ and interview
bands for the alt-weekly and get by.
Advice: “Make sure you have a big project
in progress and that everything you do is in
service of completing it.”
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JIM MUNROE
Game and movie writer/producer, background as a graphic and prose
novelist
Survival tactic: Community involvement in indie gaming and arts
organizations.
Income sources: Grants and videogame work.
Balance and innovation: Munroe published his first novel with
Harper Collins in the 90s, then decided to self-publish his work. He
spent a decade publishing his own books then became interested in
games. He also poured energy into arts community organizing, which
raised his profile and helped build his network of pals and allies. He
says he “continues to strive to bring something beautiful and necessary into the world.”
Reality check: He says he usually has to work at something for
about five years for free before earning any income from it, and, as a
self-professed anarchist considers money as a byproduct of the cultural capital he creates. He’s also concerned about creators in their
20s: “It really sucks that this generation has to hustle because they
were born too late. It’s already created conditions for anxiety and
other mental problems. I feel like a lot of them are going to hit a wall
by their 30s, unless things change.”

ELISHA LIM

Graphic novelist, illustrator, storyteller and author of
100 Crushes
Survival tactic: Merchandising and finding a niche.

Advice: “Develop skills that are useful to other people that compliment your art practice. Become useful enough that people pay you
to do those things.”

Income sources: Back at school studying art history
after freelancing and working in galleries.

MICHAEL SMALL

Balance and innovation: They found success turning comics into practical objects like calendars, notebooks, jewellery and zines (see @elisha_lim on
Instagram), and that’s helping sustain them through
school as a side hustle, alongside personal loans and
savings. Going back to school marked a shift for them
but at the height of their practice they felt alive: “Every
day I was making art I cared about. It’s worthwhile and
I think it changes the world.”

Bass player and band manager

Survival tactic: Keep busy and maintain a sense of
humour.
Income sources: Plays bass, manages the band Fresh
Snow, works part-time at a bar, does freelance writing for
NOW magazine and occasionally drives a delivery van.
Balance and innovation: He plays bass in a lot of bands,
including AA Wallace, Thomas D’Arcy, Overnight,
Bankruptcy, the Meligrove Band, Brent Randall, the
Ossington Rippers and also for the punk/CBGB-themed
offshoot of Good Enough Live Karaoke, though admits
“adapting to the rehearsal schedules of seven different
bands can get pretty hairy.”

Reality check: “The challenge is getting to the end
of the month and barely having enough to pay your
rent. It’s depressing.” But they also note artists aren’t
precious: “I’d fight for more social welfare so everyone
can aﬀord to eat and pay rent. I think any mom who
feeds their kids is doing good work.”
Advice: “If you don’t have the privilege of a white guy,
niches are crucial. Sell zines at a queer zine festival,
submit your films to the Real Asian Film Festival. Find
an audience in any subculture you belong to.” They
also recommend every artist download a budgeting
app, like EveryDollar.
Winter 2017

Reality check: In spite of his hectic band schedule he still
needs to supplement his music earnings with other work,
and not every band he’s in pays. Those projects are about
“hangouts and good times. That’s what being alive is for!”
Advice: “Try and write a hit song! Hahaha.”
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A DAY IN THE LIFE

A glimpse into an artist’s day-to-day schedule

TOM CHO

Fiction writer and author of Look Who’s Morphing

MICHAEL SMALL

Morning: Wake up around 8 a.m. (unless I just played a show,
then 11), dislodge arm from under cat, make coﬀee, read news,
answer email, boil eggs, water plants, etc.
Afternoon: Learn songs, run errands, chip away at longer-term projects, or go to one of my part-time jobs (while
listening to music I’m learning).
Evening: Often, taxi to rehearsal with one of the active bands
I play with. Otherwise, maybe laundry. I’m always behind on
laundry.

AVA MARKUS

Morning: Wake up around 7:30 a.m. for a 10 a.m. rehearsal at
Tarragon Theatre. (Always re-reading the script and learning
lines in transit).
Afternoon: End rehearsal by 1 p.m. (on a sweet half day
schedule). Get home, EAT, play around with some new tunes,
complete applications.
Evening: Usually dive back into script work for the next
rehearsal day, or tending to emails/calls for my short film that
is in post-production. Video games (MarioKart!) or stretching
to wind down. Or if I’m lucky I squeezed in 60 minutes of tank
time at Float Toronto.

DORETTA LAU

Morning: On a day where I go into the office, I wake up at
7:30 a.m. and lie on an acupressure mat for 30 minutes while
listening to podcasts or audiobooks. I make a green smoothie
and drink half of it and bring the rest to work. If I have time, I
journal. I read during my subway commute and catch up on
social media.
Afternoon: I try my best to free up the mornings to edit, write,
and plan, while keeping afternoons for meetings and e-mails.
Evening: On Monday nights I write a blog entry and post it.
Often, I watch TV (so many shows, so little time), do housework, write personal e-mails, and scour Twitter for good essays.

TARIQ HUSSAIN

Morning: Mornings are the best time to be creative for me.
My brain is still operating on the subconscious level. I’ll get up
around 8 a.m., eat breakfast and get to it. If it’s a music day, I’ll
work on a song. If it’s a writing day, I’ll call up my memoir-in-progress. I make a conscious eﬀort not to check emails
or get distracted by messages on my phone.

Survival tactic: Maintain a parallel career.
Income sources: Freelancing with a specialization in writing arts funding proposals, business plans for not-for-profits and academic editing.
He’s also received grants.
Balance and innovation: He’s writing a novel that’s a mash-up of
fiction and philosophy. He emigrated to Canada last year from
Australia where he helped an Australian arts organizations develop
business plans as part of their funding applications.
Reality check: After teaching grant writing workshops he now advocates for changes to grants systems that would make them more
diverse and more gracious to people whose first language is not
English. “I want arts funding systems that can better accommodate
the breadth of artists and art practices that exist, and create fairer
distributions of power in the arts.”
Advice: “Create arts funding systems that are more hospitable and just...
support artists on low incomes in carrying out their creative practice.”

TARIQ HUSSAIN

Musician in the band Brasstronaut, solo singer-songwriter and
writer
Survival tactic: Follow your heart, live frugally and don’t give up.
Income sources: Creative writing instructor at the University of
British Columbia, FACTOR music grants.
Balance and innovation: Before landing the teaching gig he
spent a decade working in coﬀee shops. He advocates living frugally
in a way that doesn’t feel torturous: he saves money by making
lunches and rarely eating at restaurants. Music is always a priority
for him and he relies on passion to stay motivated: “If you love doing
it, that’s what drives you. Make good art you feel
proud of and the other stuﬀ will fall into place.”
Reality check: He says all of his creative projects have the potential to make money, but
there are no guarantees: “Brasstronaut is definitely a labour of love done
with friends. We’ve been
at this for awhile with no
windfall. We used to tour
with camping gear, and now we ask for
accommodations but I still have my
Therm-A-Rest.”

Afternoon: I check emails and tend to things that
need tending to. The danger of working at home is that
the whole day can go by, and you never leave the house.
So, mid-afternoon I’ll head for a walk (with headphones
and an album to listen to) or a bike ride. Then it’s a stop at
the grocery store and more taking care of business.
Evening: Post dinner routines vary. I might read, watch an
episode of something, go out with friends or see a live music
show. Going out can mess with the whole timeline I’ve just
described, but sometimes you just gotta break the routine.
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Advice: “If you really believe in a project put your eﬀort and passion into it.
Keep trying and don’t give up.” bp
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